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of universal good-will now  loomed large and insurmountable and barred the way
of further progress.
remedies suggested
The tension however is now slowly subsiding and the trustees in many places
have begun to reconsider their position. Steps are under consideration to approach
the courts for a fresh judicial pronouncement that may take full cognisance of the
religious and the socil out-look for the modern Hindu. Eminent counsel like Mr.
Jayakar who is regarded as one of the foremost authorities on Hindu Law,
Customs and Tradition have opined that a favourable judicial pronouncement is
within the range of possibility despite previous decision. Legislation on the lines
of the removal of the Caste Disabilities Act has also been suggested and Mr. M. R.
Jayakar has published a draft bill which he intends to introduce during the next
session of the Legislative Assembly.
suspension and resumption of parvati satyagraha
Poona Satyagraha was suspended for a fortnight on the leaders of the local
Asprishyata Nivarak Mandal and Messrs. Kelkar, Jayakar and Jatnnalal Bajaj
offering to mediate with the trustees. They all tried to move the trustees hut
unfortunately failed to persuade the latter under the atmosphere of bitterness and
distrust that prevailed. The "Satyagraha" was thereupon resumed and is still
continuing, batches of untouchables, aided by some caste Hindu sympathisers who
have cast in their lot with the Satyagrahis from the start, daily visit the Parvati
temple and sit waiting at the foot of the temple which is kept closed and bolted
since the commencement of the Satyagraha. The Poona Satyagrahis have till now <
observed exemplary non-violence inspite of provocation and actual violence on one or
two occasions on the part of caste Hindu opponents or by the guards specially
appointed by the trustees.
The Committee had to work hard during these months of acute tension. The
Brahmin Non-Brahmin bitterness already existing in Poona and the Deccan con-
tributed to aggravate the tension.
the committee and the satyagraha
The Committee's attitude on the question of Satyagraha had to be determined
even before the Poona and Bombay situations developed. The president of the
Hindu Mission, Calcutta, under date 12-9-29 wrote to Sjt Jamnalal Bajaj intimating
him of Satyagraha having been started in respect of the Kali Temple at Munshiganj
"to assert the inherent right of every Hindu to enter and offer Puja irrespective of
caste and creed in that place of public worship*' and soliciting his opjnion and help
in that connection. Sjt. Jamnalal Bajaj wrote in reply that the existing conditions
did not warrant starting Satyagraha at once, and that the question of entering into
temples was a delicate matter needing special handling. There was danger^of
creating internal jealousy among the various Hindu communities and jeopardising
unity. He started it as his opinion that if Satyagraha should be resorted to the
caste Hindus should take the initiative.
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The conditions indicated in the reply represented the situation in Bombay and
in Deccan perhaps to a much greater degree than in   Bengal.     Half-a-dozen temples
were already thrown open, people who spontaneously lifted  the ban hut had not
aimottnced their act in the press were coming forward   and informing the organisa-
tions concentrating  on this  question  of their having already admitted untouchables
to their temples, schools or wells.     Appeals were   issued by prominent orthodox
-Hindus wielding considerable influence in the Society to lift the ban and take these
^    brethren closer.    Syt. Jamnalal Bajaj  in the extensive   tours he made during
had  everywhere evinced an atmosphere of good-will  and of earnestness
ld have surprised the most sanguine reformer a few years ago.     During
Navarafri and Dussarah festivals the   caste   Hindus   fraternised   with
on aB absolutely unprecedented scale^ organised processions, meetings,
special occasions to admit them or mix with them and went ^orat
tfeem closer la a variety of ways.   Under these hopeful conditions
by tmtouelable leaders coupled with the declarations
them to take t&e initiative was

